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ABOUT US

The “Bezpeka & Zakhyst” Security Group has been 

carrying out professional services for over 10 years and 

has an impeccable reputation as a reliable partner. We are 

ready for the most demanding work and provide a full range 

of security services licensed by the Ministry of Internal Affairs 

of Ukraine and relevant for any property. All employees of our 

company certified experts that have passed thorough physical 

and health testing, hard- and soft skills development, and 

advanced training in property protection.

“Bezpeka & Zakhyst” is competence, responsibility and 

reliability. We protect shopping malls, shopping centers, business 

centers, residential complexes, industrial property, construction sites, 

and catering establishments. Also, we provide an executive protection 

and cargo escort.

                            
WHY US

     The “Bezpeka & Zakhyst” Security Group is a team of true 

experts having service in the army and law enforcement agencies, 

certified at recurrent trainings, being aware of and fulfilling the 

imposed mission while having the most innovative equipment and 

being always ready to perform protection and safety tasks for our 

clients. Due to our vehicle fleet our agents always provide an 

instant response to incoming calls.

The administrative and managerial staff consists of officers 

of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, the Ministry of Internal 

Affairs, and the Security Service of Ukraine with extensive 

experience.

Our long-term experience in protection service 

makes us a top-security provider for any type of property and any specific request of a 

client.
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OUR SERVICES

We combine human expertise and innovative protection 

technology for the most- and cost-effective solution. We 

offer our clients a variety of security services:

1. Property monitoring and inspection.

2. Protection of community and industrial estate

3. Stationary security posts and patrolling

4. Armoured vehicles for rent (with a driver) for transportation 

of exclusive items or goods of solid value. 

5. Executive protection for the principal (including children)

6. Planning and implementation of security measures for 

residential complexes and suburban community estate.

7. Protection of private houses.

8. Anti-seizure assistance in case of illegal takeovers

Be sure that your most valuable is secured and safe while entrusting your protection 

to the “Bezpeka & Zakhyst”  Security Group. We guarantee confidential service, an 

individual approach and effective solutions to security issues for each client.
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WE PROTECT

We protect the most 
valuable to you:your family 

and your business.

WE FORECAST

We use solutions that 
help prevent potential 

threats

WE GUARD

We provide highly professional 
services for the protection 

of facilities.
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RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES 
PROTECTION

                       SPECIFICS OF RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES 
                PROTECTION

   Nowadays, residential complexes are being a “piece 

of cake” for intruders. Restaurants, clubs attract burglars, 

while parking lots do thieves and hijackers. Furthermore, 

the hardware of the boiler room, elevators as well as costly 

installed utility elements can be stolen either. Most of such 

complexes provides security for their residents by hiring a 

watch or installing a pair of surveillance cameras. Sure, such 

security is hardly effective. You would need a professional 

service for credible protection. 

What is important, each resident personally has his vote in 

decision-making on security and safety measures and participate in 

all protection management processes, though the basic contract for 

security services is signed with a legal entity (a Home-Owners 

Association). 

        

          RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES PROTECTION MANAGEMEN
Our main task is to ensure enhanced security of the residential area, the property and 

the residents themselves to make them feel relaxed and comfortable in their homes. 

Pursuing that goal, the team of the “BEZPEKA & ZAKHYST” Security Group considers 

further for the protection strategy development and implementation: 

1.location of a residential complex.

2.infrastructure and amount of non-residential buildings on the territory.

3.evaluation of planning details such as the number of the entrances, layers and 

building floors, facilities including elevators.

We also consider residential grounds and their mapping. During 

such inspection, specialists identify security gaps and develop a 

high quality, relevant and cost-effective strategy to prevent 

threats:

1.The strategy reveals guards’ labour needed and their 

number:

2.It identifies duties of each guard, technologies and 

means supposed to be applied

Depending on the mapping peculiarities of a residential 

complex and a clients’ need, the strategies significantly 

differ for each residence we work with. Comprehensive 

approach is the best way to achieve the highest score 

protection.

On-line calculator
cost calculation
security post
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RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES 
PROTECTION

 

  WHAT DO WE OFFER

The “BEZPEKA & ZAKHYST” Security Group provides 
credible protection and guarantees:

1.Patrol of underground and surface parking lots, 
basements, office buildings, attics, adjacent territories.

2.Measures to maintain public order
3.Access control
4.Installation and maintenance of “panic” buttons, video 

surveillance covering all impede points on the map of the 
residential complex 

5.Installation of alarms, motion sensors, access-restriction 
preventing the strangers coming on the territory systems restricting 
the access of strangers to the territory

6.Carrying out anti-riot activities.
7.Prevention of threats and emergencies.
8.Plans and set out of checkpoints.
9.Development of strategies and measures as well as supervision at their 

implementation, execution and management.

    

Upon a principal’s request, security is carried out at set time range or round-the clock. 

We will make your home a fortress!

On-line calculator
cost calculation
security post

TEACHING

Our employees
systematically pass

raising courses

EQUIPMENT

Our guards
provided with advanced

equipment for quality
work

EXPERIENCE

allows you to reliably protect

complexity

SPEED

Prompt response
and a quick solution
emerged freelance

situations
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